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2023 Sector Snapshot: US TMT

Executive Summary
We provide our Telecom, Media, & Technology sector strategy for 2023, including key themes, picks and
pans, and risks for the coming year.

IG Media (Market Perform). IG Media trades wide for a reason as the sector is characterized by rising secular
pressures (cord-cutting and streaming transition), while the macro backdrop creates additional pressure on
credit metrics. We believe fallen-angel risk at WBD and PARA (~45% of the IG Media index) is largely factored into
spreads (~100 bp wide to BBB index), but we struggle to identify a catalyst for re-pricing in the near-term.

HY Media (Underperform). We see more downside risk for HY Media, as the sector deals with potential negative
pressure on advertising, the loss of political revenue and accelerated cord cutting, which could slow growth in
retransmission consent revenue. As such, we are shi�ing our recommendation to Underperform from Market
perform for 2023.

IG Telecom/Cable/Satellite (Outperform). We believe the IG Communications sector should be relatively
defensive in 2023 against recession risk and inflationary pressures and like taking both credit and duration risk in
the sector. While competition is intensifying, we believe free cash flow in the sector should remain robust and
leverage in check, especially for the large US telcos that continue to focus on deleveraging.

HY Telecom/Cable/Satellite (Outperform). For 2023, we are raising our recommendation on HY
Communications to Outperform from Underperform. We believe much of the negativity has been priced
into the sector related to higher leverage and funding risks. Our Outperform is driven by attractive first-
lien bond yields, a potential IG upgrade candidate in Sprint and attractive yields for Charter, o�set by still-
high execution risk weighing down bonds further down the cap stack.

IG Technology (Market perform). We reiterate our Market perform recommendation on the IG Tech sector.
While tech generally holds up well in risk-o� environments, there will be sector-specific weakness and spreads
have already tightened in 2022 relative to IG index.

HY Technology (Underperform). We are downgrading our recommendation on HY Tech from Market perform to
Underperform. We expect challenging operating trends in early 2023 for the largest issuers including
Commscope and Seagate.

Relative Value

https://www.creditsights.com/
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Executive Summary
IG Media (Market Perform). IG Media trades wide for a reason as the sector is characterized by rising secular
pressures (cord-cutting and streaming transition), while the macro backdrop creates additional pressure on
credit metrics. We believe fallen-angel risk at WBD and PARA (~45% of the IG Media index) is largely factored into
spreads (~100 bp wide to BBB index), but we struggle to identify a catalyst for re-pricing in the near-term.

HY Media (Underperform). We see more downside risk for HY Media, as the sector deals with potential negative
pressure on advertising, the loss of political revenue and accelerated cord cutting, which could slow growth in
retransmission consent revenue. As such, we are shi�ing our recommendation to Underperform from Market
perform for 2023.

IG Picks & Pans. Our top two picks (NFLX and WBD) benefit from wide starting spreads and material tightening
potential, driven by a likely Moodyʼs upgrade to IG at Netflix and gradual execution on managementʼs
deleveraging plan at WBD. Our top two pans (PARA and FOXA) are characterized by negative event risk related to
their relative lack of scale, with significant credit metric deterioration forecast at Paramount.

https://www.creditsights.com/articles/483441
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HY Picks & Pans. We continue to favor the outdoor sector within HY Media and like CCO secured bonds, as well as
Gray TV within the broadcast TV space. Our top pans are iHeart, which we think has exposure to ad revenue
pressure, and Sinclair, which has the overhang of DSPORT and declining net retrans next year.

New Issue Outlook – Down Year. We expect issuance IG Media issuance will be modest (~$5 billion) in 2023 due to
a lack of near-term maturities and a general prioritization towards debt repayment across the sector. HY Media
issuance to highlight would be funding for TEGNAʼs pending LBO ($5 billion secured, $2 billion unsecured).

Key Themes for 2023
Out of favor with investors due to cyclical and secular headwinds. Investor sentiment has deteriorated
significantly over the course of 2022 due to a combination of: (1) a weakening macro backdrop; (2) signs of
saturation in DTC subscriber growth with profitability still a way o� and (3) the acceleration in the pace of cord-
cutting. Unfortunately, we do not see a clear inflection point for any of these issues in 2023.

Advertising revenue under pressure. Macro headwinds are weighing heavily on digital advertising spend and the
national TV scatter market in 2H22, and we expect this to persist at least into early 2023. At the same time, TV
station groups will face a tough comp from political revenue in 2H22. So far, local has been outperforming
national within the TV station sector, but recessionary pressures could change this outlook.

Cord-cutting reaches new highs. We forecast that the pace of cord-cutting accelerated to ~7.5% in 2022, from
~4.5% in 2021, and will remain elevated at the 7+% area in 2023. We believe that annual subscriber losses above
5% result in a�iliate revenue declines for most cable networks and exposes retrans to slower growth (or even
potential declines).

Sizable profit declines at cable networks. The combination of lower advertising and subscription revenue with
limited cost flexibility (sports rights fees march upward) will take a heavy toll on the profitability of cable and
broadcast networks in 2023.

Streaming remains a heavy drag on profits and financial metrics. Netflix is the only streaming video service to
achieve profitability, leaving investors (rightly) questioning the long-term economics of DTC services, with
increased skepticism about the ability of DTC to o�set linear declines. Heavy DTC losses are weighing particularly
on the credit metrics of WBD and PARA.

Top Risks for 2023
Hard-landing would wreak havoc. While media sector sentiment is already negative, we think that consensus
forecasts assume a so�-landing in 2023 and thus see additional risk to metrics/spreads in the event of a hard-
landing. We also fear that a prolonged macro downturn may lead the rating agencies to tighten up metric
targets.

Retrans risk. Broadcasters now generate 50% (and climbing) of revenue from retransmission consent fees. With
cord cutting and blackout risk, we believe any indication of this important revenue stream sliding backwards
would be a significant negative catalyst for broadcast TV yields.

CTV disrupts the linear TV advertising market. Despite steadily declining viewership, the national TV advertising
market has proved resilient as marketers lacked a better option to deploy brand advertising dollars. We believe
that the influx of connected TV (CTV) advertising inventory, bolstered by the launch of ad-tiers at Netflix and
Disney+ and continued growth at YouTube and Amazonʼs Prime Video, may lead to a shi� in advertising spend
away from legacy media companies.

More M&A dominoes still to fall. The media sector has seen an immense amount of consolidation in recent years,
but we believe there is still more to come as scale and synergies provide an o�set for secular pressures and the
lower-margin nature of DTC streaming video.
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Picks, Pans & Recommendations

Investment Grade Picks

Netflix (NFLX): The group's gross leverage is already best in class at ~2.1x, and we expect FCF to Debt to rise to
the 15-20% range in 2023. We believe the improved visibility on subscriber/top line growth, coupled with
management's enthusiasm around the recent ad-tier launch and upcoming password sharing initiative, should
make it easier for Moody's to justify the long-awaited upgrade to investment grade in the near-term.

Warner Bros. Discovery (WBD): While the merger with WarnerMedia has gotten o� to a bumpy start, we forecast
that WBD can still cut net leverage by roughly a turn next year and close 2023 with net leverage below 4x and
~10% FCF/gross debt. Management is highly focused on FCF generation and deleveraging, and the rating
agencies have signaled they will give WBD plenty of runway, which is important given the uncertain macro
backdrop. From a relative value perspective, we believe spreads have room to grind tighter as management
delivers on its objectives and investors gradually regain confidence, while downside is limited since WBD is
currently priced like a strong BB.

Investment Grade Pans

Paramount Global (PARA): We believe Paramount Global deservedly trades as one of the widest large-cap
credits in the investment-grade universe. While the group is making steady progress growing its DTC business,
PARA's FCF generation remains anemic, and we expect credit metrics to deteriorate meaningfully (net leverage
~4.5x) in 2023 following three straight years of double-digit EBITDA declines.

Fox Corp (FOXA): While we acknowledge Foxʼs strong FCF generation and relatively low leverage, we believe
these attributes are outweighed by material event risk. Fox is currently evaluating a merger with BB+ rated News
Corp, which we think could result in a downgrade to BBB-, and we believe a pivot into sports betting is also likely
(with unknown financial repercussions).

High Yield Picks

Clear Channel Outdoor (CCO): We believe the outdoor sector is one of the most insulated from trends broadly
impacting the media landscape. CCO has high leverage (9x), but we believe the debt is fully covered and FCF
could inflect to the positive side in 2023.

Gray TV (GTN): We believe GTN faces risk from core ad headwinds and high leverage, however, we like the
companyʼs competitive position in the industry and believe 2024 political could help delever the company over
time (no major maturity until 2026).

High Yield Pans

Sinclair (SBGI): We believe Sinclairʼs fundamentals will be more challenged in 2023, with core ad headwinds, a
net retrans decline (due in part to contract timing) and potential loss of the DSPORT management fee upon a
restructuring. We also see litigation “tail risk” for the credit if DSPORT files Ch. 11 and those creditors aim to hold
Sinclair liable for damages.

iHeart (IHRT): We think the broadcast radio sector could face significant pressure in 2023, especially without
political ad dollars and a challenged economy. We think IHRT yields do not appropriately price in this risk.

https://www.creditsights.com/companies/netflix?t=company%2Fnetflix
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/discovery_holding?t=company%2Fdiscovery_holding
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/cbs?t=company%2Fcbs
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/fox?t=company%2Ffox
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/clear_channel_outdoor?t=company%2Fclear_channel_outdoor
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/gray_communications_system?t=company%2Fgray_communications_system
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/sinclair_broadcast?t=company%2Fsinclair_broadcast
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/iheartmedia?t=company%2Fiheartmedia
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Relative Value

Investment Grade

Our IG Media coverage universe has a blended rating of BBB and currently trades at an OAS of ~175, which is bang
in-line with the BBB Index. Warner Bros. Discovery ($42 billion USD bonds) and Disney ($38 billion) together
comprise 63% of the IG Media index, with the top five credits (Paramount Global, Netflix and Fox) covering a
whopping 87% of the sectorʼs notional value. We expect to see spread tightening at Warner Bros. Discovery (OAS of
~260) and Netflix (OAS ~165), which together are ~40% of the index, driven by deleveraging at WBD and an upgrade
to IG by Moodyʼs at NFLX. Our two pans, Paramount Global and Fox, only make up ~18% of the index. Given
meaningful exposure to advertising revenue at the major cable/broadcast networks and the ad agency holding
companies, we believe that the macro/market backdrop and execution milestones at WBD are the two main
determinants of overall sector performance in 2023.

High Yield
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HY Media yields in the mid-9% area (based on BAML index), which is only ~50 bps behind the HY index overall.
However, we think the sector faces many pressure points in 2023, including recessionary pressure on core
advertising, the loss of political revenue and accelerated cord cutting. We note that most issuers will struggle to
improve balance sheets with this backdrop, given the much lower FCF generation without political.

Fundamental Outlook

Investment Grade

IG Media companies face multiple headwinds in 2023 including elevated rates of cord-cutting (~7%), a weak
macro/advertising backdrop and heavy losses at streaming segments. At the sector level, FCF a�er dividends will be
allocated primarily toward debt reduction, aside from a few exceptions (FOXA, IPG and OMC) where credit metrics
are conservatively positioned. We expect WBD will reduce leverage by roughly a turn to under 4x in 2023 due to a
mix of merger synergies ($2 billion step-up) and reduced losses at the DTC segment, and we also forecast Disney will
deleverage further next year as a strong performance at Parks and lower DTC losses o�set rising losses at its TV
networks. In contrast, we forecast another year of double-digit EBITDA decline at Paramount Global, with minimal
FCF generation and leverage rising to ~4.5x on a pro forma basis. We expect the advertising agency holding
companies may report modest (low-single digit) organic top-line declines due to the so�er macro environment, but
these groups are well positioned given their flexible cost bases, strong FCF generation and strong balance sheets.

High Yield
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The HY Media sector faces a likely downshi� in revenue in 2023 due to potential core advertising headwinds, the loss
of political and the acceleration of cord cutting. As a result, we see little credit improvement ahead next year and, if
advertising faces a downturn, leverage could worsen in the sector. We note that Diamond Sports and Audacy have
high default risk in 2023, with the latter dependent on a “so� landing” to keep it solvent. We also do not see M&A as
a catalyst, given the high cost of capital and low equity valuations.

Primary Market Outlook

Investment Grade

Only three IG Media companies issued bonds in 2022, of which two were related to M&A transactions and one
(Paramount Global) was a hybrid refi. Warner Bros. Discovery priced $30 billion in an 11-tranche jumbo deal in
March, followed by a $2.7 billion 4-tranche deal inaugural deal by Take-Two as part of the financing for its
acquisition of Zynga. We expect IG Media issuance will be modest (~$5 billion) in 2023 due to a lack of near-term
maturities and a general prioritization towards debt repayment across the sector. We view Fox as the most probably
issuer ($1.25 billion maturity in Jan-24) and think Disney is a strong candidate to return to the market to pre-finance
2024 maturities and the likely purchase of Comcastʼs 33% stake in Hulu (call option in early 2024).

High Yield

The primary market is likely to be slow in HY Media, with the exception of the pending LBO of TEGNA (~$5 billion of
secured, ~$2 billion of unsecured). Debt maturities are fairly light this year, so we do not see much in the way of
refinancing activity. We believe one key issuer will be Sirius XM, which continues to be active in stock buybacks.

Event Risk/M&A Landscape
Macro pressures and numerous ongoing secular transitions (cord-cutting, linear viewership declines, shi� to
streaming video, pivot to mobile gaming, impact of privacy initiatives on digital advertising, etc.) result in elevated
event risk for legacy media groups in 2023. Several announced deals remain in flux, including Microso�ʼs proposed
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acquisition of Activision Blizzard (which is facing significant regulatory opposition) and Standard Generalʼs purchase
of TEGNA (also potentially facing pushback). We also see a high likelihood of a transformation deal at Fox Corp
following Rupert Murdochʼs proposal for a tie-up with News Corp and the recent arbitration decision establishing a
price ($4+ billion) for Fox to exercise its option to acquire a ~19% stake in FanDuel. Family ownership/control at
many media groups limits the threat from activist investors, but we view Paramount Global, Lions Gate (in the
process of separating its Studio business) and AMC Networks as sub-scale and likely to be broken-up/taken-private
or absorbed by a larger competitor in the medium-term. We see Comcast as a potential kingmaker/consolidator, but
our base-case is that the cable leader will wait until 2024 (when WBD is no longer encumbered by tax restrictions)
before making a decision on a transformational deal. Beyond M&A, we view rating downgrade risk as a particular
concern for Warner Bros. Discovery and Paramount Global, both of which have “very high” CreditSightsʼ fallen angel
scores (FAS), although we believe the rating agencies will give these groups a long runway and believe this risk is
largely factored in at current trading levels.

ESG Considerations
Our main ESG considerations for IG and HY Media issuers are governance related and attributable to the high
proportion of family-controlled companies. The most topical situation at present is the proposed combination of
Fox and News Corp, which was put forward by Rupert Murdoch (~40% voting interest) in October 2022. On the plus
side, the deal is currently being evaluated by independent board committees and any transaction would need to be
approved by a majority of non-a�iliated shareholders. However, we believe that a potential disconnect between the
best interests of controlling shareholders and creditors may also become an issue for companies like Paramount
Global and AMC Networks, particularly given our aforementioned expectation of continued consolidation.

Technology

Executive Summary
We reiterate our Market perform recommendation on the IG tech sector. While tech generally holds up well in
risk-o� environments, there will be sector-specific weakness and spreads have already tightened in 2022 relative
to IG index.

We are downgrading our recommendation on HY tech from Market perform to Underperform. We expect
challenging operating trends in early 2023 for the largest issuers including Commscope and Seagate.

Our top picks in IG tech include Meta, Broadcom, and Nvidia, while our top pans include Intel, Lam Research, and
HPE. Meta is trading extremely cheap for its ratings category, while Broadcom and Nvidia remain well-positioned
to weather the chip downturn given leadership in served markets. Intel and Lam Research will face so�ening
operational trends amid weakness in hardware demand and memory capex respectively. For HPE, we think risk
is skewed to the downside for 2H of 2023 given where we are in the enterprise hardware cycle.

Our top pick in HY tech is Twilio, and our top pans are Seagate and Commscope. Twilio has strong liquidity and is
committed to improving profitability. Seagateʼs leverage will spike in early 2023 given a very weak trough in the
HDD market. We think Commscope will face so�ening demand from telco customers, limiting its ability to
delever.

We think IG tech new issuance will see another down year in 2023, less than the $100 bn of YTD issuance in 2022.
We are expecting fewer opportunistic bond deals given higher rates, with issuance mostly driven by refinancing,
capital investments, and pending M&A.

Key Themes for 2023
Public cloud (IaaS) revenue growth deceleration should stabilize in mid-2023, as customers will need the
capacity and have already done bill optimizations given the macro backdrop.

https://www.creditsights.com/articles/473891
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We are projecting PC market shipments of 265 mn units in 2023 which is substantially below the IDC research
firm estimate of 298 mn units and also substantially below what is implied by consensus estimates.

We expect data center devices such as servers and storage will have a decent 1H and see weakness in 2H.
Demand will so�en although elevated backlog will benefit shipments and margins at the start of the year.

We think semiconductors manage to eke out low single-digit growth in 2022, but 2023 will likely be a negative
trough year. We see continued pressure in memory and compute / handset chips, particularly in 1H, while analog
/ embedded growth could moderate through most of next year.

HDD suppliers will have very weak revenue and profitability in early 2023 although we anticipate strong
sequential improvements throughout the year, leading to a decent 2H. A�er hyperscale customers work down
excess inventory, we expect them to purchase large quantities of HDDs with high-capacity points to satisfy
customer demand for cheap storage.

Top Risks for 2023
US-China relations, and China-Taiwan provocations, are always a top risk for technology given the strategic
importance of the region. There are e�orts to diversify supply of semiconductors outside of Taiwan, although
that will take years to accomplish. Also, recent export controls imposed by the US could escalate tensions with
China, with direct implications for the technology supply chain.

Despite a divided US government, we continue to expect increased scrutiny on Big Tech. This includes potential
legislation, new anti-trust lawsuits, and M&A. We expect the European Commission and UKʼs CMA to continue to
be tough on Big Tech as well.

So�ening demand in certain end-markets is causing a spike in leverage and deteriorating liquidity. This includes
storage providers like Seagate and Western Digital. Depending on how long it takes for demand to come back, it
could be necessary to raise capital.

Picks, Pans & Recommendations

Investment Grade Picks

Meta: Despite staggering investments in 2023, we believe an Outperform recommendation remains warranted
due to a combination of an extremely cheap valuation for its rating category and our confidence in the durability
of the companyʼs (highly cash generative) Family of Apps business. Gross leverage is just 0.2x and the company
has $32 bn net cash, although we do expect a significant decline in net cash as shareholder returns exceed FCF
through year-end 2023.

Broadcom: Pro forma leverage for Broadcom pending the VMware acquisition is ~3.3x gross before synergies,
but we think IG ratings are comfortably supported by a larger and stronger business profile, higher so�ware mix,
and commitment to a degree of post-deal delevering. While we are in the middle innings of a semiconductor
downturn, we expect Broadcomʼs chip business to hold up better than the overall semiconductor market, and its
highly recurring so�ware business should provide additional stability to EBITDA and cash flows.

Nvidia: We think investors should look through near-term headwinds in consumer gaming and China data center
given NVDAʼs healthy credit metrics (~1x gross leverage, net cash position, FCF >40% of debt) and durable
technology leadership in accelerated compute. In the medium to longer term, we think NVDA will continue
gaining share in the compute landscape with its broad high-end logic portfolio and industry leading CUDA
so�ware platform.

Investment Grade Pans

https://www.creditsights.com/companies/meta
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/broadcom
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/nvidia
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Intel: While INTCʼs execution struggles are now well understood, we see little respite coming in 2023 given
continued weakness in consumer PC and ongoing share loss to AMD in data center. Capital investment needs will
remain elevated vs. prior years, resulting in pressure on free cash flow and likely higher leverage as operational
trends stay weak.

Lam Research: Global wafer fab equipment spend is likely to decline by double-digits in 2023 given rapidly
weakening end demand, and risks associated with US export controls aimed at slowing Chinaʼs chipmaking
ambitions are rising. We expect operational trends for LRCX to so�en over the next 12-18 months, especially
given a business profile skewed towards memory, which is seeing the most near-term pressure.

HPE: Despite the healthy balance sheet and rosy outlook provided by management, we think risk is skewed the
downside for 2H of 2023 given the economic backdrop and where we are currently in the enterprise hardware
cycle. There is also some event risk as it relates to M&A since HPE has reportedly had talks with Nutanix, which is
exploring a sale that could be in the $7-8 bn range, and given HPE's put option is expiring soon on H3C.

High Yield Picks

Twilio: Twilioʼs growth is slowing although the company remains committed to positive non-GAAP operating
profit in 2023 and expects 100-300 bp operating margin expansion in 2024 and beyond. Twilio has strong
liquidity with $4.2 bn cash which is more than su�icient to cover its cash burn while it works to improve its
profitability.

High Yield Pans

Seagate: We are confident in the medium-term trends, although Seagate is in a precarious position given its
aggressive debt-funded shareholder returns over the past few years, combined with significant near-term
weakness. Seagate is pausing buybacks although remains committed to its dividend. Given EBITDA pressure, we
expect gross leverage to continue to climb quickly from 3.0x currently to above 4x in early calendar 2023.

https://www.creditsights.com/companies/intel
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/lam_research
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/hewlett_packard_enterprise
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/twilio
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/seagate
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Commscope: COMMʼs so�ening book-to-bill and reports of project delays and inventory adjustments as of 3Q22
cast doubt on managementʼs EBITDA growth targets for ʼ23 and ʼ24, and leverage remains very high at >8x gross.
We think the targets are optimistic given that telco capex in the US was widely expected to moderate from 2022
levels even prior to the significant so�ening in macro conditions in recent months.

Relative Value

Investment Grade

On a YTD excess returns basis through 11/30/2022, IG tech (-0.9%) has outperformed the IG corporate index (-1.8%).
IG tech spreads widened by +30 bp vs. +44 bp for the IG corporate index, which more than o�set the sectorʼs lower
carry. IG tech is now trading at 114 bp which is 28 bp inside the IG corporate index at 142 bp.

IG tech is a defensive sector which generally outperforms only during risk-o� environments. The macro outlook is
highly uncertain for 2023, although there will continue to be tech-specific weakness next year given a hangover from
the COVID-related binge. As a result, we are maintaining our Market perform recommendation.

High Yield

https://www.creditsights.com/companies/commscope
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On a YTD total returns basis through 11/30/2022, HY tech (-11.9%) has underperformed the overall HY index
(-10.5%). HY tech is 451 bp OAS vs. 455 bp for the overall HY index. Commscope is the largest issuer in HY tech at 9%
of the index, and we see limited ability to delever over the next 12 months given a less accommodative network
infrastructure spending environment. Seagate and Citrix/Tibco are the next largest issuers at nearly 6% of the index
each. We expect Seagate to continue to see its leverage spike in early 2023 given a very deep trough in the HDD
cycle.

Fundamental Outlook

We expect some unintentional releveraging in the tech sector as there is near-term EBITDA pressure across several
end markets. This includes semiconductor companies and HDD providers, among others. As a result, we expect
capital allocation policies to be conservative, with several companies focusing on liquidity preservation and
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protecting credit ratings.

Primary Market Outlook

Investment Grade

IG tech issuance is $100 bn in YTD 2022 through 11/30/2022, down significantly from 2021 ($186 bn) and 2020 ($167
bn). Significantly higher rates led to less large, opportunistic bond deals. Some companies used loans to limit the
size of their bond deals such as Oracle and Flex. For 2023, we are expecting companies to have relatively
conservative capital allocation plans, i.e., probably less buybacks and/or large acquisitions funded with debt, with
the notable exception being likely issuance for the Broadcom-VMware deal. Overall, we think issuance will be down
slightly YoY in 2023.

High Grade

HY tech issuance is $17+ bn in YTD 2022 which includes Citrix/Tibco ($4.0 bn), Carvana ($3.3 bn), athenahealth ($2.4
bn), McAfee ($2.0 bn), Gen Digital/NortonLifeLock ($1.5 bn), and Twitter pre-LBO ($1.0 bn), among others. In 2023,
we think HY tech issuance will primarily be driven by refinancing needs. Given weak operating trends, we think
companies will need to come to market to maintain su�icient liquidity, as opposed to repaying debt that is
maturing. Twitter could possibly come to market with bonds if/when banks o�load its bridge facilities ($3 bn
secured, $3 bn unsecured) at a loss.

Event Risk/M&A Landscape
While there has been some recent noise from activists in the sector, itʼs not all credit negative. There have been
recent attempts to rein in spending at Big Tech firms including Alphabet and Meta. There could be some M&A
activity, as companies with strong balance sheets take advantage of depressed valuations in so�ware and other
end-markets (e.g., Nutanix is a potential target in the $7-8 bn range). Regulatory risk is relevant for Big Tech in terms
of new anti-trust lawsuits, potentially new legislation, and deal approvals.

ESG Considerations
Governance and Social tend to be the most relevant ESG factors for the tech sector. On social, anti-trust is a big
concern particularly for Big Tech, and we expect that to remain the case in 2023. On governance, we think there will
be less debt-funded shareholder returns next year, and there could be increased investor demands for things like
splitting up Chairman and CEO roles and eliminating dual class share structures, among other factors.

Telecom
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Executive Summary
IG Telecom/Cable/Satellite: Outperform. We believe the IG Communications sector should be relatively defensive
in 2023 against recession risk and inflationary pressures and like taking both credit and duration risk in the
sector. While competition is intensifying, we believe free cash flow in the sector should remain robust and
leverage in check, especially for the large US telcos that continue to focus on deleveraging.

HY Telecom/Cable/Satellite: Outperform. For 2023, we are raising our recommendation on HY Communications
to Outperform from Underperform. We believe much of the negativity has been priced into the sector related to
higher leverage and funding risks. We think wireline leverage will go higher, but we believe the sector could see
growth inflection points for broadband subscribers and revenue/EBITDA in 2023, helping get investors
comfortable with the multi-year projects. Our Outperform is driven by attractive first-lien bond yields (30% of our
index), a potential IG upgrade candidate in Sprint (10% of our index) and attractive yields for Charter (22% of our
index) o�set by still-high execution risk weighing down bonds further down the cap stack. We think credit
selection will be incredibly important for the sector this year.

IG Picks & Pans. Our top picks in 2023 are T-Mobile, Comcast and American Tower, all of which should be
relatively defensive. Top pans are Verizon, which is struggling competitively in the wireless sector, and Digital
Realty, which has high leverage and is exposed to rising power costs.

HY Picks & Pans. Our top picks in 2023 are Sprint bonds (on a potential IG upgrade), DISH 1Ls and Frontier (1L
and 2L). Top pans are Lumen holdco bonds, CSC Holdings unsecured notes and Uniti.

New issue outlook. We believe new issue should remain fairly muted again in 2023 for both IG ($22 billion) and
HY ($5 billion), assuming a quiet M&A environment. In IG, maturities are relatively light in 2023 for the key
issuers, although we do expect TMUS, CMCSA and CHTR to be active. In HY, we see CHTR active as well and
believe that FTTH players might be opportunistic if cost of capital improves (but not a necessity).

Key Themes for 2023
Competitive clashes in “broadband wars.” We see cableʼs growth slowing for much of 2023, at the hands of the
newer and cheaper fixed wireless service o�ered by Verizon and T-Mobile and new fiber-enabled footprints. We
also see fixed wireless taking share from low-bandwidth DSL services.

Wireless pricing in focus as bundled o�erings grow. Cable has had reasonably good success with a bundled
wireless o�ering, while T-Mobile and Verizon aim to tie fixed wireless with mobile service in select areas. We see
pricing being a key area of focus as consumers deal with recession concerns and inflationary pressures.

Satellite “kings of LEO.” Satellite providers have long been dealing with pricing pressure and overcapacity in the
GEO world. The promise of new growth opportunities in broadband and mobile device coverage have new and
traditional players looking at multi-orbit strategies with LEO constellations.

Accelerated cord cutting. We see cord cutting accelerating in 2023, as consumers deal with ever-rising prices and
cable broadband subscriber growth slows. Satellite credits DISH and DTV are the most exposed to this risk, as
cable video margins are relatively low.

Data Centers and power costs. Inflationary pressures with energy costs and rising interest rates could be thorns
in the side for data center operators. Despite being positioned to pass-through higher expenses, through
contractual reimbursements and repricing at contract renewals, elevated prices could result in margin pressure
in 2023.

Top Risks for 2023
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Verizon vulnerable as highest priced carrier. We see Verizon as being particularly vulnerable if consumers shi� to
lower-priced plans from competitors. We note that cable continues to be aggressive on pricing and DISH has yet
to break onto the retail wireless scene.

Broadband subscriber share shi�s. We see two pressure points developing for cable – on the value side, fixed
wireless o�ers a cheaper alternative for those willing to tolerate lower speeds, while on the premium side, fiber-
to-the-home deployments will continue in 2023.

Inflation and supply chain issues could slow FTTH. Many of the FTTH providers have guided investors to fiber
IRRs in the teens and above 20% based on the estimated cost per passing at $600-$1,000. Any upward pressure
on this number could lower the return profile of these capital intensive projects.

M&A is a common theme in telecom/cable. We donʼt see the major issuers (AT&T, Verizon, Comcast, Charter)
being active in M&A, but we note that Altice USA has openly talked about going private (especially if it sells
SuddenLink, in our view). DirecTV and DISH could also attempt a deal, while some fiber operators have talked
about public/private partnerships as a way to fund new buildouts.

Picks, Pans & Recommendations

Investment Grade Picks

T-Mobile has been the only place to “hide” in a competitive broadband marketplace – it has been near the top in
wireless postpaid growth and leading the pack for home broadband customer growth via fixed wireless. We see
TMUS as the only major upgrade candidate in our world in 2023 (potentially from BBB- to BBB).

Comcast should see competitive pressure in broadband, but we believe the groupʼs strong FCF generation and
low leverage leaves the group well positioned to handle the slowdown in customer growth and a potential ramp
in network investment requirements.

American Tower has been more creditor-friendly as of late. The company is prioritizing balance sheet repair,
reducing leverage through equity capital raises, and scaling back its M&A appetite.

Investment Grade Pans

Verizon is vulnerable as the highest-priced carrier, with the largest market share. While we see VZ free cash flow
expanding in 2023, we think both AT&T and T-Mobile will narrow the competitive gap next year.

Digital Realty is carrying leverage that is above its target range (6.5x pro forma for recent equity o�ering), while
power costs are elevated and certain major tech customers (e.g. Meta) face macro headwinds.

High Yield Picks

Sprint bonds are good upgrade candidates to investment grade in 2023. We estimate Sprint o�ers 70 bps of
spread pickup against T-Mobile IG bonds of similar tenor.

Frontier is showing good fiber subscriber growth and we expect to see YoY EBITDA growth take hold in 2023.
While leverage will continue to increase due to high capex, we donʼt see a need for capital near-term and believe
growth would be helpful for sentiment.

https://www.creditsights.com/companies/t_mobile_us?t=company%2Ft_mobile_us
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/comcast?t=company%2Fcomcast
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/american_tower?t=company%2Famerican_tower
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/verizon?t=company%2Fverizon
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/digital_realty?t=company%2Fdigital_realty
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/frontier_communications?t=company%2Ffrontier_communications
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Dish DBS bonds should benefit from the companyʼs recent capital raise at the parent level ($2 billion) that takes
funding pressure o� DBS. We believe FCF should adequately handle maturities in 2023 and 2024.

High Yield Pans

Lumen continues to be an asset sale mode and recently eliminated its dividend. However, credit improvement
might be limited due to enterprise revenue headwinds, consumer broadband losses and heavy capex for FTTH.

CSC Holdings unsecured bonds (Altice USA) could face downward pressure if Altice fails to gain traction a�er
putting the SuddenLink sale on ice and controlling shareholder Patrick Drahi aims to take the company private in
2023. We are skeptical about Altice's ability to execute, but believe an LBO is unlikely.

Uniti might not face operating headwinds, but the rising cost of capital, FCF burn, high leverage and interlocked
relationship with Windstream continue to leave us averse to the credit.

Relative Value

Investment Grade

Total return in IG Telecom and Cable is more sensitive to duration (9 years on average versus 7 for the market), but
spreads are in line with the market (+147 versus +145 for the market) and excess return has outperformed in 2022
(-1.4% versus -2% for the market). On the fundamental side, we like being overweight the sector in 2023 as we
believe the sector is insulated from recession concerns and inflationary pressure, while balance sheets should be
stable (e.g., CMCSA, CHTR and CCI) to improving (T, VZ, TMUS and AMT). We also do not see material negative event
catalysts (M&A or otherwise) or meaningful new issue on the horizon next year.

High Yield

https://www.creditsights.com/companies/dish_network?t=company%2Fdish_network
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/centurylink?t=company%2Fcenturylink
https://www.creditsights.com/companies/uniti?t=company%2Funiti
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We are raising our recommendation on HY Communications to Outperform from Underperform. A�er a brutal total
return year in 2022 (our wireline index was down 37% overall and 31% excluding the Embarq notes), we believe
much of the negativity related to increasing leverage and funding risks has been priced into the sector. We think
wireline leverage will go higher, but believe the sector could see growth inflection points for broadband subscribers
and revenue/EBITDA in 2023, helping investors get comfortable with the multi-year projects. Our Outperform is
driven by attractive first-lien bond yields and dollar prices well under par (30% of our index), a potential IG upgrade
candidate in Sprint (12% of our index) and attractive yields for Charter (22% of our index), o�set by still-high
execution risk weighing down bonds further down the cap stack. While our sector recommendation change is
notable, we think credit selection will be incredibly important for the sector this year.

Fundamental Outlook
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Competitive pressures are intensifying across the Telecom/Cable sector as wireless and wireline (cable/fiber) aim
for share in both the in-home and out-of-home broadband marketplaces. However, we believe the pricing
environment remains firm, with most promotional activity focused on one-year teaser rates or only available
through bundling (in the case of cable MVNOs). As a result, we see slower growth overall, which could pressure
equity valuations, but robust free cash flow generation (most important metric for credit) in a sector that we view to
be largely insulated from recession and inflation pressures. We see leverage metrics largely remaining stable for
those engaged in share buyback activity (e.g., Charter, Comcast, T-Mobile) or improving (AT&T, Verizon).

Primary Market Outlook

Investment Grade

Not surprisingly, new issue fell to a multi-year low in 2022. Only $14 billion was issued in the USD market by IG
issuers, $7 billion of which is marked for the Rogers/Shaw transaction. T-Mobile issued $3 billion a�er getting a
parent IG upgrade and we see the company being active in 2023, with a $4.25 billion Sprint maturity, $3.5 billion
spent on the 600 MHz transaction and potential share buyback activity. AT&T and Verizon, both of which have been
serial issuers in past years, were both in debt repayment mode via tender o�ers in 2022 and we expect the two to be
quiet again on new issue in 2023 with no material USD maturities next year.

High Yield

In HY, we saw only $7 billion of new issue in 2022 even as high-capex projects like FTTH and DISHʼs 5G network build
continue. We do not see an absolute capital need in 2023 for credits like FYBR, DISH or CNSL, but could see
opportunistic capital raises if yields improve. We see serial issuers like Charter potentially tapping the market as
well in 2023.
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Event Risk/M&A Landscape
We believe M&A could be topical in 2023, centered around a small group of credits. First, DISH and DirecTV have
danced around the potential for a merger and could look at something more formal now that we are on the other
side of the mid-term elections. Second, Altice USA pulled the potential sale of SuddenLink, but we would be
watching for renewed Patrick Drahi interest in a take-private transaction. We do not see Charter or Comcast active in
cable M&A and believe Comcast M&A (if at all) would center around its NBCU division. Third, Lumen continues to
o�load assets (EMEA sold to Colt for $1.8bn, or 11x) and is reportedly trying to o�load more ILEC states, although
these would be relatively small. Lastly, we note that WideOpenWest is under strategic review, although we donʼt see
high interest from strategic players.

ESG Considerations
We believe the primary ESG concern for the sector relates to corporate governance (versus the ʻEʼ or ʻSʼ). Credits like
Charter could allocate significant cash toward share buybacks (at the direction of its largest shareholder, Liberty
Broadband), while we believe DISH/EchoStar (controlled by Charlie Ergen) and Altice USA (controlled by Patrick
Drahi) are consistently at risk for corporate actions that might be detrimental to bondholders.
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This Report is for informational purposes only. Neither the information contained in this Report, nor any opinion
expressed therein is intended as an o�er or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security or as
personalized investment advice. CreditSights and its a�iliates do not recommend the purchase or sale of financial
products or securities, and do not give investment advice or provide any legal, auditing, accounting, appraisal, valuation
or actuarial services. Neither CreditSights nor the persons involved in preparing this Report or their respective
households has a financial interest in the securities discussed herein. Recommendations made in a report may not be
suitable for all investors and do not take into account any particular userʼs investment risk tolerance, return objectives,
asset allocation, investment horizon, or any other factors or constraints.

Information included in any article that includes analysis of documents, agreements, controversies, or proceedings is for
informational purposes only and does not constitute legal advice. No attorney client relationship is created between any
reader and CreditSights as a result of the publication of any research report, or any response provided by CreditSights
(including, but not limited to, the ask an analyst feature or any other analyst interaction) or as the result of the payment
to CreditSights of subscription fees. The material included in an article may not reflect the most current legal
developments. We disclaim all liability in respect to actions taken or not taken based on any or all the contents of any
research report or communication to the fullest extent permitted by law.

Reproduction of this report, even for internal distribution, is strictly prohibited. Receipt and review of this research
report constitutes your agreement not to redistribute, retransmit, or disclose to others the contents, opinions,
conclusion or information contained in this report (including any investment recommendations or estimates) without
first obtaining express permission from CreditSights. The information in this Report has been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable; however, neither its accuracy, nor completeness, nor the opinions based thereon are guaranteed.
The products are being provided to the user on an “as is” basis, exclusive of any express or implied warranty or
representation of any kind, including as to the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, or merchantability or fitness for any
particular purpose of the report or of any such information or data, or that the report will meet any userʼs requirements.
CreditSights may issue or may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with or may reach di�erent conclusions
than those represented in this Report, and all opinions are reflective of judgments made on the original date of
publication. CreditSights is under no obligation to ensure that other reports are brought to the attention of any recipient
of the Products.

CreditSights Risk Products, including its Credit Quality Scores and related information, and discontinued products, such
as CreditSights Ratings, are provided by CreditSights Analytics, LLC. CreditSights Limited is authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). This product is not intended for use in the UK by retail clients, as defined by the
FCA. This report is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where
such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation.

Certain data appearing herein is owned by, and used under license from, certain third parties. Please see Legal Notices
for important information and limitations regarding such data. For terms of use, see Terms & Conditions.

If you have any questions regarding the contents of this report contact CreditSights at legal@creditsights.com
(mailto:legal@creditsights.com).
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